
Living   your   life   for   yourself  
 
The   story   I’m   telling   you   today   began   around   February   of   this   year.   Soccer   season   was   over   by  
then,   I’d   survived   a   stressful   college   application   process,   and   it   felt   like   my   grades   didn’t   really  
matter   anymore.   Everything   was   more   relaxed   and   calm,   yet   I   found   myself   feeling   empty   inside  
because   of   this   sudden   freedom.   I   didn’t   actually   feel   free.   Sure,   I   was   quite   busy   spending   a   lot  
of   time   with   my   friends,   playing   poker   and   zombies   on   Xbox,   and   being   obsessed   with   a   show  
called   “YOU”   on   Netflix,   but   I   felt   like   there   wasn’t   anything   that   I   could   work   towards   anymore.   I  
felt   like   I   needed   something   tangible,   like   studying   for   an   exam   or   working   out   to   become   better  
at   a   certain   sport.   Frankly,   although   many   things   I   did   at   St.   Andrew’s   was   fueled   by   my   passion  
— playing   sports,   music,   and   occasionally   even   studying,   much   of   my   work   was   focused   on  
trying   to   the   best   of   my   ability   to   get   into   college.   I   had   done   that,   but   now   it   felt   hollow.   
 
Sitting   in   my   room,   knowing   where   I   would   be   going   to   college,   some   of   you   might   call   this   the  
beginning   of   the   senior   slide.   But   I   genuinely   felt   lost.   As   a   result,   I   found   myself   asking   my  
roommate   Owen   one   of   the   most   philosophical   questions   I’ve   ever   asked.   Even   more  
philosophical   than   some   of   the   regular   topics   we   discuss,   such   as   “is   anything   fully   dead   or   fully  
alive”,   or   “who   actually   “bought-in”   twice   last   night   in   Poker.”   But   this   time,   I   asked   him,   “Owen,  
What   should   I   do   if   I   feel   like   I   am   losing   purpose?”   
 
Owen   advised   me   to   find   something   I   like   to   do   that   is   meaningful,   “read   a   book,   go   work   out,  
anything.”   His   advice   may   sound   like   something   cliche   that   is   from   a   low-quality   Youtube   video,  
titled   “my   epic   routine   to   stay   motivated”,   but   it   got   me   thinking   about   what   type   of   person   I  
wanted   to   become   in   the   future:   someone   who   is   buried   by   their   job   and   obligations,   or  
someone   who   possesses   an   authentic   sense   of   personal   values   and   purpose,   someone   who  
relies   on   the   amount   of   value   they   create   for   others   and   not   on   how   much   they   are   valued   by  
others.   
 
Suddenly,   I   realized   I   shouldn’t   be   worried   about   not   having   tasks   forced   upon   me.   In   fact,   I  
began   thinking   that   this   could   probably   be   the   best   time   of   my   life:   I   didn’t   have   to   worry   about  
my   grades,   college   applications,   or   even   getting   too   many   marks   for   “accidentally”   oversleeping  
first   period.   I   had   the   complete   freedom   to   explore   my   interests,   do   things   that   I   liked,   find   new  
things    to    like,   and   enjoy   my   last   episode   of   high   school   with   the   people   I   cared   about   who   also  
cared   about   me.   I   realized   that   there   is   so   much   more   waiting   for   us   to   explore,   but   the   question  
is   whether   you   want   to   take   the   first   step   to   control   your   own   actions.   
 
After   that,   I   started   spending   more   time   with   my   friends   not   because   I   felt   obligated   to   hang   with  
them,   but   because   I   wanted   to   get   to   know   them   more;   I   played   music,   not   because   Mr.  
Geiersbach   told   me   to   do   it,   but   because   I   truly   enjoy   playing   beautiful   music;   I   spent   hours  
watching   French   videos   on   Youtube,   not   because   it   was   part   of   an   assignment   from   Mr.  
Westman,   but   because   I   want   to   become   fluent   in   another   language.   Slowly,   I   became   more  
fully   aware   of   my   ability   to   take   charge   of   my   life,   and   by   doing   this,   everything   became   more  
enjoyable.   



 
Just   to   clarify,   I   have   to   explain   what   I   mean   by   living   your   life   for   yourself.   Obviously   I   don’t  
mean   for   you   to   live   a   life   that   is   self-centered,   without   humility   and   the   care   for   others,   I   am  
saying   that   even   in   high   school   and   college,   you   shouldn’t   consider   any   of   your   actions   as  
means   to   receive   external   validation   and   approval.   Rather,   you   should   do   everything   with   the  
mentality   that   I   am   doing   it   for   myself.   Read    Bright   Light   Big   City    with   Mr.   Torrey   in   English   class  
because   it   is   an   amazing   book,   run   sprints   with   Mr.   Carroll   and   Mr.   Foehl   because   you   want   to  
play   better   in   games,   and   go   to   mentoring   with   Hutch   because   you   genuinely   care   about   those  
kids.   Even   with   the   things   we   don’t   like   to   do,   think   of   them   as   exercises   that   will   make   you  
better,   but   not   as   enforced   assignments.   And   don’t   forget   to   appreciate   the   people   who   are   kind  
to   you.   Thank   your   friends,   like   Owen,   who   didn’t   have   to   sit   there   and   talk   you   through   your  
struggles.   Thank   your   family   for   always   loving   you   and   supporting   you.   And   thank   your   teachers  
who   spent   the   extra   hours   working   with   you   or   took   you   out   to   Wawa.   Remember   that   they   took  
you   out   not   because   “taking   students   out   to   Wawa   at   10   pm”   is   in   the   teacher   handbook,   but  
because   they   truly   care   about   you.   
 
Now   that   my   time   at   St.   Andrew’s   has   come   to   an   end,   I   want   to   remind   you   to   treasure   your  
time   here   because   there   aren’t   many   places   where   you   are   surrounded   by   friends   and   family,  
love   and   support.   As   for   myself,   I   look   forward   to   living   my   life   in   the   future,   doing   things   I  
thoroughly   enjoy,   and   I   hope   you   will   get   to   do   the   same   at   St.   Andrew’s   and   beyond.   I   love   you  
all.   


